B y A. W. C o n w a y , F.R.S. 1946) The application of quaternions to flat 4-space was first made in two papers, which have largely escaped notice, by Stringham (1901) and Hathaway (1902) . The Lorentz transformation in special relativity is a simple type of rotation in hyperbolic space, and for early applications reference can be made to Silberstein (1924) . Recent papers are by Weiss (1941 ) , Dirac (1945) and Gormley (1947) . The latter paper trea a very general type of homographic transformation.
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In flat 4-space a general rotation can be made up of two planar rotations in ortho gonal planes, and these component rotations are commutative. In hyperbolic space a general rotation is made up of two planar rotations in planes which are reciprocal with respect to the hypercone, t2 = x2 + y2 + z2. Of the hypercone in real 4-vectors and the rotation in this plane is hyperbolic, the rotation in the other plane is circular. The rotations are commutative. A second type of transformation which has some of the properties of a rotation is also considered.
N o t a t i o n
A 4-vector is represented by a quaternion = t + ccx + fiy + yz (/?y = -y/? = a; a 2 = -1, etc.).
C3 is the hypercone Sq2 -0, i.e. = 0. The 4-space t2 > x2 + y2 4-z2 >0 will be called the inside of the hyper cone. The outside will have x2 + y2 + z2> t2.
Two 4-vectors qr, qs are reciprocal with respect to if Sqrqs = 0, i.e.
trts = xrxs + yrys
From this t2t^< (x2 + y2 + z2) (x^ + yl + z2) . Therefore of two reciprocal 4-vectors one must be inside or both outside C3. Hamilton's function (34 g2<?3#4) is the 4-volume given by the determinant j xryrzrtr |. From this we get
if qr (r = 1,2, 3, 4) are reciprocal 4-vectors. We can normalize the tetrad qr by putting Sq2 = ± 1. Hence only one of the tetrads can be inside C3, and so for a norma reciprocal tetrad
any q can be expressed in the form
A p p lic a tio n o f q u a te r n io n s to r o ta tio n s in h y p e rb o lic s p a c e o f fo u r d im e n s io n s
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From (1) we see that (qiq2qzqf) = ± 1, so th a t there are two kinds of normal reciprocal tetrads. We shall speak of tetrads as like or unlike; 3-vectors will be denoted by greek letters, (a, /?, y); (£, rj, £); (A,/^, v); (<r, r, v) , will denote triads of mutually perpendicular vectors, and in all cases we shall take them as right-handed, i.e. a/?y = £?/£ = X/jlv = -1. pw ill denote any vector, i Generally a, b, p, q, r will denote quaternions. <?2> and q'v q2, q2, g4 are two like tetrads, a linear function of q is given by
The rotation function f

If
and its quaternion conjugate by
From these and the properties of the te tra d s/c/(g) = 1. If we form the invariant n of/, i.e.
because the tetrads are like. We then define the rotation fu n ctio n /b y the equations
(The function ffc = 1; n --1 will be considered brie have then for any two quaternions Sfpfq = S p fjq = Spq.
Axes and latent roots f satisfies a symbolic quartic f i -n'"f3 + n"f2 -n,f+ n = 0.
f c satisfies the same quartic a n d /c = / _1, and so (3) is the same quartic as / 4 -n~xn'P + w_17i"/2 -n~xnm + n~x = 0, so that n2 -1, and for / we have taken the positive value + 1 and w'e get n' -n"' and the quartic breaks up into the quadratics /2 _ 2 z j + 1 = 0, -2 1 = 0.
The latent roots xr satisfy the same equations.
Let ar be the axes off, then f(ar) = xrar.
I t may first be noted that Saf -Sfarfar = x2 r Sa2.
e suppose th at none of the roots xr is ±1 then
i.e. all the axes are on i.e. any 4-vector in the plane {< axa 2} is reciprocal to any 4-vect In each plane we can get an infinite number of reciprocal pairs of 4-vectors and two such pairs will make a reciprocal tetrad, and so out of each two pairs only one will be inside Cz and thus one plane will meet Cz in real 4-vectors and the other in imaginary. Suppose th at {< % xa 2} meet it in real lines, then xx and xz x are imaginary.
We will suppose that lxl2Sa2a2 is positive, and so we can choose lxl2 such th at
We can further choose lx, l2 such that lxax -l2a2 is a vector or and it is a unit vector because -Sb2 = -Scr2 -1. bx is of the form l + mv, and if we take 1 we get for Sbf = 1, l2 -m2 = 1. Also since /Sbxb2 = 0 we have Scrv = 0.
The equations fax = xxax, fa2 = xx xa2
In the same way for the imaginary roots putting xz = eiv, we get
Here 64 is a vector r and since A. W . C onw ay
Properties
All functions / constitute a group. For if we take any functions to this type the conjugate of the function/'/" .../(«) is /c (n). . . / / / ', and as = 1 we get the fact that the product of any number of such functions is another of the same type. Again, the invariant o f / '/ " . . . / (n) is the product of the invariants of the constituent functions, and as each of these is positive unity the complete product is the same, and lastly the multiplication of the functions is clearly associative.
Any two functions / ', / " are commutative if they have the same axes. This is obvious from the equations f a = x 'a /f'a -x"a,___ This includes the case of equal roots in any of the functions concerned, and all such functions constitute a subgroup. Another subgroup consists of functions which all possess fixed planes, all of which pass through a common 4-vector. Thus let -where q is in the plane Mry 2 r)} (r = 1,2,...).
Then f s)f r)q = f s)q = q-
This is a generalization of the ' conical ' rotator r( ) the fixed plane of which contains the scalar axis q -1 and vr the vector part of r, and all s have in common the scalar axis 1.
The conjugate function/, obviously can be obtained from (8) by putting -u for u and -v for v, and we get two formulae which we shall require: we see th at / ' has a fixed plane {6 i>b2j,and a plane {b rotation, /" has a fixed plane (b3b4j and a plane {b1b2j containing a circular rotation, and it is clear that / '/ " = f ' f = f, the planes {bxb^, {&3& 4} being reciprocal, which is the analogue in hyperbolic space of Jordan's theory in fiat space of four dimensions th at any rotation can be made up of two planar rotations in perpendicular planes.
Second expression for f
If we proceed directly to find/, we get a very different expression from (8) Factorizing the quartic into the form
we get z1 + z2 = 2 cos2 £0(sin2 \ft + s2), 4«1z2 = n" -2 --8 cos2 £#(sin2 \ft + sf) -4 + 16c from which (zx -z2)2 = 4{cos2 £#(sin2 \ft + sf) + l}2 -16cf cos2 \0 sin2 \ft = 4(c| cos2 \6 sin2 \ft + 1 + sf cos2 \d cos2 -16cf cos2 \d sin2 \ft, which is positive, so that zv z2 are real. We also get
so th at one of the roots z1> 1 (say) and the other < 1, and there z1 = cosh u, z2 = cos v, which agrees with the previous section.
If 
A. W. Conway
Relations between the constants of the two forms of f
The expression (8) 
<rZ sinh w + rra sin t; = |«s(£ + A),
which, along with the expressions for cosh u and cos v from the quartic, give the necessary relations.
As an example let us take the case of the two functions f with constants (c',£', A',7t), in which, with O' the angle between £', A', we have cos2^#'< 1 and f" with constants (c", A", it) in which, with 0" the angle between £", A", we have Ci2 cos2 \ 0" >1. 
These functions/' a n d /" m a k e /'/" = / " / '.
Monomial form o ff
From any function fq we can form a function F/g + i$/g which we can denote by F(it+p). Conversely we have
VF(it + p) -iSF(it + p) =f(t + p)
From the rotation function / in the form
where r (\,p,v)r-x = (g,y,g ). 
A. W. Conway
The secondary rotation function
The other form of function, say / 0, makes Sf0qrfo^s = but has its invariant = -1.
The symbolic quartic (3) The axis for the root + 1, a2,must be reciprocal to ax for
The scalar part is easily found to be --SXp, and we get si a2 = s i n |^|^ (1 + cos
The other axes are complicated in expression but must give a circular or hyper bolic rotation in a reciprocal plane.
If we put this function in the monomial form we get
so that really consists of (1) 
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The formation of hydrogen peroxide in the combustion of hydrogen at low pressures H ydrogen peroxide has been o b tain ed in appreciable concentrations w hen a flame of hydrogen an d oxygen burning a t pressures of 3 to 4 cm. m ercury was d irected ag ain st a surface cooled to -180° C (c. 5 to 10 %), an d w hen an oxy-hydrogen m ix tu re was exploded by th e actio n o f a spark, in glass or alum inium vessels c. 2 x 15 cm ., cooled in liquid air, th e p ro d u cts were show n to contain up to 30 % hydrogen peroxide (w/v)9 depending on th e conditions. The conditions controlling th e form ation of hydrogen peroxide in such explosions h ave been investigated m ore fully th a n was done b y previous a u th o rs. I t w as found th a t as th e overall gas pressure w as decreased th e yield of peroxide passed th ro u g h Sr m axim um value. The effects were also in v estig ated of v ary in g th e dim ensions of th e vessels, th e gas com position, th e ex tern al tem p eratu re, an d o th er factors.
A series of experim ents was carried o u t in order to ascertain w h eth er th e hydrogen peroxide wras form ed in th e gas phase or only on th e walls. In these experim ents, th e ultra-v io let absorption spectrum of th e explosion region w as studied. I t was found th a t a considerable q u a n tity of hydrogen peroxide was p resen t in th e gas phase, even w hen th e walls of th e reaction tu b e were n o t cooled.
The results are discussed in th e light of m odern views regarding th e com bination of hydrogen and oxygen. I t w ould ap p ear th a t th e peroxide is form ed by tw o m echanism s; one of these consists of recom bination of hydro x y l radicals on th e cold walls, th e o th er involves th e form ation of an excited H 0 2 radical, an d its subsequent reaction w ith a hydrogen m olecule to give a hydrogen ato m an d a molecule of excited hydrogen peroxide, which th en decomposes unless it is stabilized an d frozen on th e walls. No o th er explan atio n has been found to account for all th e observed facts, an d a t th e sam e tim e n o t to co n trad ict e sta blished m echanism s for th e hydrogen oxygen reaction. 1
I n t r o d u c t i o n
At the British Association meeting in Johannesburg in 1929, one of the authors (A.C.E.) reported the results of some experiments on the ignition of hydrogen at low pressures. The apparatus which had been used for these experiments consisted of a 1 in. transparent silica tube, inserted in a furnace; into the silica tube projected
